
  

Delivery of made-to-measure items is approximately 4 weeks.

 
Made-to-measure jackets or trousers will not be accepted for return, exchange or credit !

Model:

411    412
401    426
419    422

    

Please note:
1: the overall length of the coat (9) must not be greater than the   
measurement from your collar to your  fist when your fist is   
rolled in a ball
2: all your measurements should be made over your normal   
shooting undergarments
3: measurements should be from the ground with shooting boots   
worn, if used.

* please take measurement 19 from your navel to the centre of    
your back at waist level

Jacket

 1 Shoulder to neck  cm

 2 Chest  cm

 3 Waist  cm

 4 Outside wrist  cm

 5 Forearm  cm

 6 Upper arm  cm

 7 Hip   cm

 8 Outer arm socket  cm

 9 Length at back  cm

10 Shoulder to shoulder  cm

11 Neck to waist  cm

12 Elbow to wrist  cm

13 Shoulder to elbow  cm

14 Outside sleeve length  cm

15 middle of neck to elbow  cm

Trousers

 3 Waist  cm

 7 Hip   cm

16 Thigh  cm

17 Inside leg  cm

18 Knee to ground  cm

19 Crutch*  cm

20 Overall length  cm

Normal tailored size     

Height   cm

Right-hand shooter

Left-hand shooterMale

Female

Please kindly indicate the shape of your shoulders.
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standard sizes: - mens: 34" - 50" (44 - 60 German)
 - ladies: 26" - 38" (36 - 48 German)

surcharge for outsizes: + 10% from size 38"  (ladies), (48 German) 
 + 10% from size 46"  (men),   (56 German) 
 + 20% from size 52"  (men),   (62 German)

surcharge for made-to-measure: + 10% for jackets - for mod. 411 only: 20%
 + 10% for trousers - for mod. 412 only: 15%



SHOOTING  JACKETS

For models 411 and 401 we will supply any colour combination of your choice - firm order only !  
Options are: red, white, light blue, dark blue, yellow, sand, green, brown, grey & black.
Please note: HIGHSCORE material for model 411 only in white available.


